
Bedtime Reading List

Go Sleep in Your Own Bed!Go Sleep in Your Own Bed!
by Candace Fleming
Discovering Cow fast asleep in his sty, a tired Pig nudges the
intruder back to her own bed, where Hen is found sleeping, in
a giggle-inducing story featuring an out-of-place chain
reaction of snoozing barnyard friends.

The Twins' BlanketThe Twins' Blanket
by Hyewon Yum
Twin girls, who have always shared everything, sleep in
separate beds with their own blankets for the first time and
learn to embrace their growing independence.

Back to Bed, Ed!Back to Bed, Ed!
by Sebastien Braun
A charming spin on the nighttime ritual of preparing for bed
and the perennial challenge of getting children to stay in bed
once there--young readers will easily empathize with Ed's
bedtime anxieties and will be delighted with the way the
young hero ultimately tames his fears.

Your Own Big Bed
by Rita M. Bergstein
Noticing that all the animals at the beach, in
the zoo, and on his very own farm are
getting bigger and bigger, a young boy
realizes that he is growing too and so

decides it's time to move into more appropriately sized
accommodations.

Sleepy, the Goodnight BuddySleepy, the Goodnight Buddy
by Drew Daywalt
A whimsical bedtime story is told entirely in a dialogue
between bedtime-hating little Roderick and his new stuffed
animal, who is supposed to help him wind down but proves to
be a tad high-maintenance.

The Boy Who Wouldn't Go to Bed :The Boy Who Wouldn't Go to Bed :
Pictures and StoryPictures and Story
by Helen Cooper
Determined to stay up all night, a young boy rides his little car
around the house and begs a tiger, a marching band, and other
toys to join him, but one by one they all drift off to sleep.

Sleepyheads
by Sandra J. Howatt
A read-aloud bedtime tale combines cozy
illustrations of sleepy animals with lyrical
rhymes about how each animal settles
down to bed in their respective homes.

Illustrated by the creator of You Are My Cupcake.

Baby BedtimeBaby Bedtime
by Mem Fox
Little ones are invited to join adorable parent and baby
elephants for a lyrical and tender bedtime tale from the best-
selling author of Time for Bed and Hello Baby!

Time for Bed, Pete the KittyTime for Bed, Pete the Kitty
by James Dean
Pete the Kitty takes a fun bubble bath, brushes his teeth and
picks out pajamas before saying goodnight and snuggling into
bed, in a groovy bedtime story complemented by touch-and-
feel accents.

Nighttime NinjaNighttime Ninja
by Barbara DaCosta
Late at night, when all is quiet and everyone is asleep, a ninja
creeps silently through the house in search of treasure, and
soon he reaches his ultimate goal... and gets a big surprise!
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Night KnightNight Knight
by Owen Davey
Riding through the forest to reach his bedroom, a little knight
battles crocodiles to brush his teeth and climbs a tall tower to
get into his bed before settling down to sleep.

Jake Stays Awake
by Michael Wright
When Jake can't sleep, he climbs into bed
with his parents, which now means the
three of them (plus the dog!) are wide
awake and in need of a good night's rest.

Dinosaur vs. BedtimeDinosaur vs. Bedtime
by Bob Shea
As little Dinosaur takes on everything around him, from a pile
of leaves to his evening bowl of spaghetti, he is sure to win the
challenge, but when it comes to bedtime, little Dinosaur is no
match.

Max & Ruby's Bedtime BookMax & Ruby's Bedtime Book
by Rosemary Wells
At bedtime, Grandma tells Max and Ruby three favorite stories
about themselves and the things they did when they were a
little bit younger.

Bedtime for BearBedtime for Bear
by Brett Helquist
Just after the first winter snowfall, Bear is ready to go to sleep
until spring but his friends encourage him to spend one last
day playing with them outside in the snow.

Llama Llama Red PajamaLlama Llama Red Pajama
by Anna Dewdney
When Mama Llama tucks her in for the night and leaves the
room, Baby Llama suddenly starts to get nervous and so
bellows, hollers, and screams for her return in this lively
picture book with simple text.

Bedtime MonstersBedtime Monsters
by Josh Schneider
In this hilarious and reassuring look at
nighttime worries from a Theodor Seuss
Geisel Award-winning author/illustrator, a
young boy conquers his fear of bedtime
monsters after making a surprising
discovery.

Little Quack's BedtimeLittle Quack's Bedtime
by Lauren Thompson
With the pond alive with noise from the owls, frogs, and other
animals, Mama Duck worries that Little Quack and his siblings
may not get a moment's rest throughout the night--but the
arrival of the calming moon and twinkling stars soon puts her
mind at ease.

Pete the Cat and the Bedtime
Blues
by Kim Dean
Having so much fun playing and surfing in
the sun that he does not want the day to
end, Pete the Cat invites his friends to stay
for a sleepover and has a cool idea when
everyone wants to stay up after he becomes

tired.

Bedtime for BatmanBedtime for Batman
by Michael Dahl
A little boy makes his bedtime an exciting adventure, as he
imagines Batman preparing to fight crime in Gotham City.

Sheep 101Sheep 101
by Richard T. Morris
100 sheep have leapt over a fence to help a child fall asleep,
but when the 101st sheep gets stuck, chaos ensues.

If Your Monster Won't Go to BedIf Your Monster Won't Go to Bed
by Denise Vega
A tongue-in-cheek, step-by-step manual for putting one's
monster to bed explains the importance of monster-
appropriate snacks, songs and stories.
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